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Learn to trade with pure price actionNo technical indicators / No candlestick patternsPrice
Action Breakdown is a book on pure price action analysis of financial markets. It covers
concepts, ideas and price action trading methods that you most likely haven't seen anywhere
else. The knowledge contained can be used to trade any financial market such as Forex,
Futures, Stocks, Commodities and all major markets.It is based on trading the pure price action
using key supply and demand levels. Reading, learning and applying the concepts and trading
methods described will greatly improve your trading in all aspects, starting from analyzing the
price movements on your charts to trade entry and exit. You will get familiar with concepts like
value of price, control price, excess price, moving supply and demand levels. It comes with an
exclusive price action trading strategy that will add great value to your trading.The material is
best suited for the analytical type of traders, who are willing to do the work in order to become a
successful trader. It is not suited for the type of trader looking to automate trading or relying on
an indicator to make trading decisions.WHAT WILL YOU LEARN BY READING THIS BOOK ?
How to find the bulk of trading volume by analyzing price action movements alone, without the
use of additional tools or technical indicators. This will, in turn, reveal the location of the value of
price on your charts to provide valuable insights regarding extremely powerful support and
resistance areas that you can take advantage of in real trading conditions.Proven price action
concepts and techniques to find the market trend, thoroughly analyze its overall strength and
make the most informed judgments possible about its termination. You will learn how to use the
value of price to find out very early when the trend will end and predict with high accuracy where
the market will be heading next.You will be able to develop a clear market structure just by
interpreting the price movements on your charts. Regardless of the time frame you use for
trading or the market you are trading, the future price movements will start to trade at and around
your predicted trading areas. The price action analysis will allow you to see the big picture of the
market at all times. You will be trading with an edge and with confidence.How to discover the
footprint of the big financial institutions entering the market by doing exclusive price action
analysis of the current trend to find supply and demand zones created by the traders with big
volumes that move the markets.Working, highly profitable tested trading strategy that you can
apply to the Forex market, and all the other major liquid markets where technical analysis can be
applied. The power of this type of trading is that it is based on the underlying supply and
demand dynamics, behind the price movements. These are just an intermediary that we
interpret to find what we are really interested in: where are the buying and selling orders situated
in the market.Perhaps the most important, you will learn a complete thought process that will
make you a very versatile trader, able to adapt to the constantly changing market conditions.
This will change the way you see the market and the way you trade it.If all described above
sound like hard work, do not worry. In a short time period, with a little bit of practice you will be
able to interpret what price action is telling you without much effort. The methods explained in



the book will give you the edge you need in order to become consistently profitable while trading
Forex, Futures, Stocks, Options, Commodities, Indices and all the liquid markets.

From the AuthorThe idea of writing this book came to me following numerous requestsfrom
readers to put together a material regarding more in depth priceaction analysis of the foreign
exchange market. The book gets deeperinto price action analysis and trading strategies with
pure price action than all the other short eBooks I have written. I should say that ittakes price
action trading 3 steps further than the "Trade the PriceAction" eBook, which has proven to be the
most popular I have written.It contains very effective methods of analyzing supply and
demanddynamics of the Forex market, Stock market or any electronically tradedmarket. The
contents of the book are completely actionable andpractical. The ideas presented are suited for
trading in any liquidmarket due to how they are constructed. They are based on reading
thesupply and demand activity behind the price chart.About the AuthorHi, my name is Laurentiu
Damir, I am a 33 year old who has been tradingfor a living for some time now. I picked up the
hobby of trading 10years ago. As the years were passing I became completely dependent. Back
in 2012, I had the idea to write short eBooks containing tradingstrategies for the foreign
exchange market. Since then, they have proven to be quite successful. From my interaction with
readers, the overallconsensus has been that "Trade the Price Action" is the most appreciated
and valued. It is always a good felling getting feedback from readerssaying that they have found
value in the contents of my books. Mytrading style is more to that of a price action swing trader. I
havelearned over the years to have patience and wait for the best tradingopportunities the
market provides.
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Emma Afshin, “This book has a lot to offer!. Great book! I didn't get bothered by the fact that
book was written by a person who speaks English as a second language. This book has so
much to offer even for a new trader like me!”

jacqui marcos, “Good supply and demand breakdown. Understanding supply and demand in
trading definitely ups your game. Every new trader should read this for a basic understanding. ”

D. F. Pizano, “A simple system that Worth to be tested. I have found this book because i was
looking for a simple trading system. The author explains this one with a good grade of detail and
examples. I believe this method is Worth the effort to be tested because its about price action in
a big context and doesn't require the use of technical indicators that most of the time confuse
traders.Despite the author has not have english as his native language, i believe this book Is well
written.Now the bad part, I think it's mostly a good book, and despite it has plenty of good
examples, i would rather see more d about how to enter a trade using lower timeframes and
candlesticks charts.That's all for nowThanks!”

Gregg Frogg, “Worth the read!!!. This book definitely gave me a better perspective of the
market. Nice and simple read...Author really makes it easy to understand the concept of price
action.”

JT Pete, “This Book is Amazing. I'm in the communications industry by trade. I'm not wall street
or financial type. But I heard about the earning potential of Forex about a year ago and I've been
trying to learn how to trade it since that time. I've read 7 or 8 books attended 2 classes, tried all
types of indicators, oscillators and watched at least 100 Youtube videos. The good news is I had
stopped bleeding money like I was in the beginning but was not really breaking out and
consistently making a profit. Most months I'd break even or a little better. I ordered this book two
weeks ago it and started applying what I was learning and everything changed. This is by far the
best book I've read on the subject. My profits from the first week matched the best month I ever
had.... The book was short and easy to understand. One of my favorite features was after the
author taught a concept he would instruct you to pause, turn on your computer and practice
what you just learned on a real chart. After he introduce you to all of the important concepts he
then shows you how to put it all together and formulate a strategy for entry and exit. After you
complete the book you will understand how to identify a good trading setup based on price
action. What is a solid entry signal and when to exit.... This book is great for anyone who would
like to understand what price action is and how to use it in trading...Lastly I dont usually write
reviews good or bad. But I was so impressed and excited by what I've learned from this book I
just wanted to do my part to let the next person like me that is starting from scratch trying to learn
how to trade know this book is the real deal and will improve you trading.”



LS Butler, “Price Action Fully Explained and Actionable.... For me Laurentiu Damir's " Price
Action Breakdown: Exclusive Price Action Trading Approach to Financial Markets" was the
missing link in my trading education. It was the piece of the puzzle that has eluded me
throughout the first five years of my trading career. For those who aspire to Professional Trader
status, this short and easy to understand book exposes you to the concept of "Market Structure,"
a simple and powerful concept that has dramatically changed the way I look at Price Action.
Why is it that none of the top trading books I've read never mention this concept?Think of it this
way. If you were a professional baker and none of your measuring instruments were labeled, do
you think you'd be creating anything edible? Sure you could "eye ball" the amount of each
ingredient but it would be pure luck if you turned out anything worth eating.Laurentiu's book
provides you with the precision measuring instruments you need to understand Price Action.
After reading this book you will understand how to judge the value of a stock, index or forex pair
using Market Structure. This book gives you the tools necessary to spot the supply and demand
areas so you can determine whether the Bulls or the Bears are controlling price which will make
a HUGE difference when it comes to making informed trading decisions.THE CONCEPTS IN
THIS BOOK ARE THE FOUNDATION FOR TRADING SUCCESS. Yes I am shouting this. This
is really important stuff.As a side note, yes, some of the writing is not perfect english and
requires you to reread a handful of sentences a few times. Laurentiu openly admits his first
language is not english. Just be thankful that he took the time to learn enough english so he
could express these VERY important concepts that will DEFINATELY make you a better trader.
My hats off to you Laurentiu.”

James Harris, “The concepts in this book worked for me almost straight away. Price Action
Breakdown. The concepts in this book worked for me almost straight away, Laurrentiu has really
analysed price action in a way I have never seen before. No indicators at all, what joy to trade
with a totally plain chart? I have been trying to become consistently profitable in forex for the last
5 years and now with the genius of Laurentiu Damir book “Price Action Breakdown” I have
done it! I have gone through various F/X courses I have learnt about Fibonacci Retracements,
Ichimoku Clouds, Bollinger Bands. Elliot Wave theory. I have tried almost every indicator known
to man. I know all the chart patterns and tried all different timeframes. I have studied forex
psychology. I understand money management, market types and position sizing Risk to reward
etc. but consistent profitability alluded me until now. “This book has truly been a game changer”
The concepts of Lauentiu book are based around the supply and demand of the market.Ok, I
know you have heard it all before but wait there is much more. The market has a habit of
constantly repeating itself over and over again. Lauentiu explains there are periods when there
is a sort of equilibrium when the big players are happy for the price to just go back and forth in a
relatively quiet manner. These quite periods can go on for some time until some traders take the
“Initiative” to move the price away from theses quite periods producing some fast movements in
one direction or another. I would think of this as a break out.At the other end of this break out,



say from the sellers, buyers return to the market in “Response” and push the price the other way,
often eventually getting price back into the quieter long-term periods.We learn about the "Control
Price" and study of Support & Resistance either side of the control price helps us predict where
price is going next. Laurentiu explains the concepts in much more detail than this brief review.
However if you don’t grasp the concepts straight away, don’t worry. Start drawing the diagonal
and horizontal lines as described from the images in the book. You need to squeeze in your
candles as you want a lot of bars or candles on the screen don’t try this with just a few, get
several days’ worth of candles on your screen, draw the lines horizontal and diagonal. You are
looking for what will become obvious turning points within the trend. Extra tips from Laurentiu
like long tails on bars buying zones and selling zones etc. You may need to read the book more
than once, do so it’s worth it. Then put it into practice and become consistently profitable.”

Adam Gray, “No Indicators Needed. Laurentiu has written a great book in Price Action
Breakdown; I've read many books and this is definitely up there with the bestThe freedom this
gives the reader/trader is brilliant as you are looking at the raw price action on the charts without
having to use any indicatorsThis is great as your charts will be much clearer to look at and not
only that, because you are using raw price action there is zero lag which isn't possible when
using indicatorsLaurentiu doesn't waste any pages with stories or fluff and gets straight into the
practical which is refreshingAs English isn't Laurentiu's first language he uses simple English
language without any unnecessary wasted or fancy wordsThanks Laurentiu for writing a brilliant
book”

G. Smith, “Well written and illustrated. This book talks about Fair Value pricing. I find it hard to
believe in such a thing. Value after all is subjective. Price is price but value is personal. I find it
hard to believe that a person who trades price movements feels that value is a concept they
consider whilst trading the FOREX markets. Nevertheless, I have suspended my judgement and
am ploughing through the book and if nothing else it is well explained and well illustrated and the
author does not make unrealistic claims about his system. I and others, think the markets are
manipulated* and that market makers who can move the markets with their trading and
manipulate the markets so they are able to buy low and sell high on a regulare basis and in all
timeframes. I also believe that trading without volume on a chart sets you a t a disadvantge** and
that you can easily be wrong footed in the markets. That aside this book gives me a new take on
chart analysis and I shall continue to study this and look for it on my charts.* Richard D. Wykof,
Gavin Holmes of [...], Anna Couling and her book Volume Price Analysis.** Most charting
packages don't offer volume but so call tick volume is quite effective. Because it shows trading
activity in the markets.”

Amy, “superb and detailed book. This book is written by someone who very clearly understand
the Wyckoff method of reading price action and areas of the market where buyers and sellers



are likley step in and likewise,when they are disinterested or neutral. There are no fancy
indictaors on the charts just strong focus on support and resistance zones, control ars and how
a trend reverses. You need to read a few times and highlight points of interest and then to start
looking at charts to identify with what the author is saying. Very good book and already started
reading some of the authors which pinpoint specific trading set-ups.”

Adam, “Very informative and straight to the point. Laurentiu's writing style is straight to the point
and highly useful in real world trading. He explains the concepts and mindsets of professional
traders and allows you to get into their heads and get on the right side of trades.There's no
stories or old wives tales - just very pragmatic and practical advice, with hands on exercises
throughout the book.I highly recommend it!”

The book by Arthur R. Kroeber has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 891 people have provided feedback.
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